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CAD-CUT® Flexi Film
CAD-CUT® Premium
CAD-CUT® Film

PRIOR TO THE PROCESSING READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS:

1 Setting the right temperature is important!

Note: Should your heat seal machine display the correct temperature, however, the
application does not satisfy your requirements, test the current temperature of the
platen using the STAHLS' temperature Kit.

2 Setting the correct time!
 In addition to the right temperature, a certain period of time is necessary in order to ensure a

lasting bond of the thermo-adhesive with the garment. 

3 Setting the correct pressure!
Even and correct pressure supports the components of temperature and time. Please make sure
to adjust the pressure according to the application instructions. In case you do not own a STAHLS'
Sprint® or Hotronix® heat seal machine which features a pressure read out display (Perfect
Pressure™ Readout), please figure out the power of pressure by setting it to "light", "medium" or
"firm".

Note: Adjust the pressure according to the garment. The thicker the garment the less
pressure you need.

Before heat application the CAD-CAD® cover the image by using a Teflon®

cover sheet!

After turning on the heat seal machine you should set the temperature, time and pressure as
explained in these instructions. Once heat platen reaches desired temperature, you can start with
the heat application process. Before application, the lower platen has to be preheated a few
seconds. Also preheat the garment 10 seconds before application to remove the moisture of the
garment. Position the design with the adhesive facing down on the garment.

 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Do not wash garment within 24 hours after application. Use only mild detergent, no liquid laundry
detergent, fabric softener or bleach. Dry cleaning is not recommended! Wash and iron garment
inside out. 

Usually our CAD-CUT® films are cut  mirror-inverted. Test cuts are pertinent even though other
colours, belonging to the same reference, have been changed for cutting purposes, because the
CAD-CUT® foils ,vary in thickness, according to their colour. Please check if  the correct cutting
parameters and the offset are set accordingly to ensure a perfect cutting result.

STOCK
Always store this material in a cool and dry area. Never expose to direct heat or light sources.
Avoid sunlight and humidity.

Even, consistent and precise heat is extremely important for a perfect result of the heat application.
The specially developed hotmelt requires correct temperature for the permanent adhesion with the
garment. Only precise and even heat ensures a heat application of high quality!

45°- blade*
To cut thin foils and small details, e.g. Film, Nylongrip and Premium.

60°- blade*
To cut standard foils, e.g. Flexi Film, Supreme or adhesive foils.

Note:

CAD-CUT® Nylongrip

CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO
APPLICATION!
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All technical information and recommendations are based on tests we believe to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee performance under conditions not under manufacturer's control.
Before using, please determine the suitability of product for its intended use. Pre-tests are pertinent. However, if the nylon fabric has been chemically pre-treated before, we cannot guarantee
permanent adhesion.

CAD-CUT® SportsFilm



INSTRUCTIONS Temperature Time sec. Pressure Reseal washable up to

Polyester garments are often dyed with sublimation inks, we always recommend previous heat application and wash tests. At first washing the surplus ink might be bleeding. For such
garments, we cannot guarantee colour fastness of the CAD-CUT® films. 

During the reseal of CAD-CUT® materials always use the STAHLS' cover sheet.

1 A permanent adhesion cannot be guaranteed owing to variety impregnation or chemically pre-treated fabrics. We recommend to wash the garment for at least 1 time after heat application to ensure adhesion of the intended CAD-CUT®

material. Reseal garment and cover image by using a Teflon® cover sheet. 

 Print settings: "Hotronix™" firm = # 5-6;  medium = #4; light = #3

APPLICATION ON POLYESTER GARMENTS

RESEAL

STAHLS´ Europe GmbH  

10-15 medium cold possibly 2-4 sec. 60°Ccotton, cotton blends &
polyester

CAD-CUT® Flexi Film 150 °C

155 °C 3-4 medium-light cold 10 sec. nylon & nylon blends 60°CCAD-CUT® Nylongrip1

160 °C 12 medium cold possibly 2-4 sec. cotton, cotton blends &
polyester

60°CCAD-CUT® SportsFilm

160 °C 12-18 medium cold possibly 2-3 sec. cotton, cotton blends &
polyester

60°CCAD-CUT® Premium

150 °C 10-15 medium hot-warm possibly 2-3 sec. cotton, cotton blends &
polyester

60°CCAD-CUT® Film

Remove carrier Recommended for
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CAD-CUT® Premium
CAD-CUT® Film

CAD-CUT® Nylongrip
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